Abstract. Denotational mathematics is a category of expressive mathematical structures that deals with high-level mathematical entities beyond numbers and sets, such as abstract objects, complex relations, behavioral information, concepts, knowledge, processes, intelligence, and systems. New forms of mathematics are sought, collectively known as denotational mathematics, in order to deal with complex mathematical entities emerged in cognitive informatics, computational intelligence, software engineering, and knowledge engineering. The domain and architecture of denotational mathematics are presented in this paper. Three paradigms of denotational mathematics, known as concept algebra, system algebra, and Real-Time Process Algebra (RTPA), are introduced. Applications of denotational mathematics in cognitive informatics and computational intelligence are elaborated. A set of case studies is presented on the modeling of iterative and recursive systems architectures and behaviors by RTPA, the modeling of autonomic machine learning by concept algebra, and the modeling of granular computing by system algebra.
Introduction
The history of sciences and engineering shows that many branches of mathematics have been created in order to meet their abstract, rigorous, and expressive needs. These phenomena may be conceived as that new problems require new forms of mathematics [5] , [26] . It also indicates that the maturity of a new discipline is characterized by the maturity of its theories denoted in rigorous and efficient mathematical means [42] , [43] . Therefore, the entire computing theory, as Lewis and Papadimitriou perceived, is about mathematical models of computers and algorithms [19] . Hence, the entire theory of cognitive informatics, computational intelligence, and software science is about new mathematical structures for natural and machine intelligence and efficient mathematical means.
Applied mathematics can be classified into two categories known as analytic and denotational mathematics [37] , [42] , [43] , [46] . The former are mathematical structures that deal with functions of variables and their operations and behaviors; while the latter are mathematical structures that formalize rigorous expressions and inferences of system architectures and behaviors with abstract concepts and dynamic processes. It is observed that all existing mathematics, continuous or discrete, are mainly analytic, seeking unknown variables from known factors according to certain functions. Modern sciences have been mainly using analytic methodologies and mathematics in theory development and problem solving. However, in cognitive informatics and computational intelligence, the need is to formally describe and manipulate software and instructional behaviors in terms of operational logic, timing, and memory manipulation. Therefore, denotational mathematics are sought [37] , [42] , [43] , [46] , [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] , which are able to describe software and intelligent architectures and behaviors rigorously, precisely, and expressively.
Definition 1.
Denotational mathematics is a category of expressive mathematical structures that deals with high-level mathematical entities beyond numbers and sets, such as abstract objects, complex relations, behavioral information, concepts, knowledge, processes, intelligence, and systems.
The utility of denotational mathematics serves as the means and rules to rigorously and explicitly express design notions and conceptual models of abstract architectures and interactive behaviors of complex systems at the highest level of abstraction, in order to deal with the problems of cognitive informatics and computational intelligence characterized by large scales, complex architectures, and long chains of computing behaviors. Therefore, denotational mathematics is a system level mathematics, in which detailed individual computing behaviors may still be manipulated by conventional analytical mathematics. Typical forms of denotational mathematics [43] , [46] are concept algebra [49] , system algebra [50] , and Real-Time Process Algebra (RTPA) [37] , [41] , [43] , [51] , [52] .
It is observed in formal linguistics that human and system behaviors can be classified into three categories: to be, to have, and to do [6] , [30] , [41] , [43] . All mathematical means and forms, in general, are an abstract description of these three categories of human and system behaviors and common rules of them. Taking this view, as shown in Table 1 , mathematical logic may be perceived as the abstract means for describing "to be," set theory for describing "to have," and functions for describing "to do" in classic mathematics. Table 1 summarized the usages of classic and denotational mathematics, which presents a fundamental view toward the modeling and expression of natural and machine intelligence in general, and software system in particular. Table 1 also indicates that only the logic-and set-based approaches are inadequate to deal with the entire problems in complex software and intelligent systems. This paper presents the contemporary denotational mathematical structures for cognitive informatics and computational intelligence beyond classic mathematical entities, such as information, concepts, knowledge, processes, behaviors, intelligence, systems, distributed objects, and complex relations. The emergence and domain of denotational mathematics are described in Section 2. The paradigms of denotational mathematics, such as concept algebra, system algebra, and RTPA, are introduced in Section 3. Applications of denotational mathematics are demonstrated in Section 4, which covers the modeling of iterative and recursive systems architectures and behaviors by RTPA, the modeling of autonomic machine learning by concept algebra, and the modeling of granular computing by system algebra.
The Emergence and Development of Denotational Mathematics
The emergence of denotational mathematics is driven by the practical needs in cognitive informatics, computational intelligence, computing science, software science, and knowledge engineering, because all these modern disciplines study complex human and machine behaviors and their rigorous treatments. This section analyzes the fundamental elements in modeling computing systems and explains why these complex mathematical entities cannot be modeled by simple numbers and sets. This leads to the requirements for denotational mathematics that extends both entities and their manipulations in conventional mathematics. Then, the domain and architecture of denotational mathematics are summarized.
Fundamental Elements in Modeling Cognitive and Intelligent Systems
It is recognized that the behavioral space of any system or human action is three-dimensional, which encompasses the dimensions of action, time, and space [43] . Correspondingly, there are three fundamental categories of computational behaviors in a software system: a) Computational operations for variable manipulations, b) Timing operations for event manipulation, and c) Space operations for memory manipulation. Therefore, the behavior of a software or intelligent system can, in general, be viewed as a set of behavioral processes with computational operations on time and memory.
Definition 2.
A behavior of a software or intelligent system, B, is a tuple of its computing operations OPs and observable outcomes and effects that affect or change the states of a system in the environment modeled by all variables and input/output events, as well as related memory structures M over time T, i.e.:
Behaviors of generic computing systems can be classified as static and dynamic ones as shown in Table 2 . In Table 2 , a static behavior of computing is a process that can be determined at design or compile time; while a dynamic behavior of computing is a process specified by given timing requirements that may only be determined at run-time. It is noteworthy in Table 2 that most system behaviors are dynamic or both dynamic and static. Set theories and mathematical logic are found capable to deal with the 'to be' and 'to have' type static behaviors. However, the dynamic 'to do' behaviors in computing have to be manipulated by process algebras, e.g., RTPA. Even for the first two categories of behavioral problems in software and intelligent systems, concept algebra and system algebra are capable to deal with the problems more efficiently than logic and set theories, because they work at a higher level of mathematical entities known as abstract concepts and systems rather than numbers and sets.
New Problems Require New Forms of Mathematics
The history of sciences and engineering shows that new problems require new forms of mathematics. Software science and computational intelligence are emerging transdisciplinary enquiries that encompass a wide range of contemporary mathematical entities, which cannot be adequately described by conventional analytic mathematics. Therefore, new forms of mathematics are sought, collectively known as denotational mathematics.
The discussions in Section 2.1 indicate that classic mathematical forms such as sets, logic, and functions are inadequate to deal with the complex and dynamic behavioral problems of software and intelligent systems. The weaknesses of classic mathematics are in both of their expressive power and manipulation efficiency in the three categories of system descriptivity. The profound problems can be analogized to the evolutions of computing architectures, where, although Turing machines [19] are the most fundamental models for any computing need, von Neumann machines [36] and cognitive machines [38] , [39] , [44] are required to solve the problems of complex data processing and knowledge processing more efficiently and expressively.
A great extent of effort has been put on extending the capacity of sets and mathematical logic in dealing with the above problems in cognitive informatics and computational intelligence. The former are represented by the proposals of fuzzy sets [60, 62] and rough sets [27] . The letter are represented by the development of temporal logic [29] and fuzzy logic [60] . New mathematical structures are created such as embedded relations, incremental relations, and the big-R notation [37] , [48] . More systematically, a set of new denotational mathematical forms [42] , [43] , [46] are developed known as concept algebra [49] , system algebra [50] , and RTPA [37] , [40] , [41] , [43] , [51] , [52] . These new mathematical structures are introduced below, while the three paradigms of denotational mathematics will be elaborated in Section 3.
The Big-R Notation
The big-R notation is introduced to deal with the fundamental requirement in computing and software engineering [48] , which is proposed first in RTPA [37] . In order to develop a general mathematical model for unifying the syntaxes and semantics of iterations and recursions, their inductive nature may be analyzed as follows.
Definition 3.
An iteration of a process P can be defined as a series of n+1 repetitions, R i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n+1, of P by mathematical induction, i.e.: 
\where ⊗ denotes a skip, or doing nothing but exit. Based on Definition 3, the big-R notation can be introduced below.
Definition 4.
The big-R notation, R, is a generic mathematical calculus in computing that is used to denote: (a) a finite set of repetitive behaviors, or (b) a finite set of recurring architectural constructs, in the following forms, respectively:
where BL and N are the type suffixes of Boolean and natural numbers, respectively; T and F are the Boolean constants true and false, respectively.
The big-R notation is a new denotational mathematical structure that enables efficient representation and manipulation of iterative and recursive behaviors in system modeling and description. Further description of the type system and a summary of all type suffixes of RTPA will be presented in Section 3.3. 
The Embedded
where r ij ∈ℜ, which is a set of relational process operators of RTPA that will be formally defined in Lemma 6. The embedded relational operation is a new denotational mathematical structure, which provides a generic mathematic model for any program and software system in computing and intelligent system modeling.
The Incremental Relations
Definition 6. An incremental union of two sets of relations R 1 and R 2 , denoted by , are a union of R 1 and R 2 plus a newly generated incremental set of relations ΔR 12 , i.e.:
where
The incremental relational operation is a new denotational mathematical structure, which provides a generic mathematical model for revealing the fusion principle and system gains during system unions and compositions.
The Domain and Architecture of Denotational Mathematics
The emergence of new mathematical entities in computing, cognitive informatics, and computational intelligence, as well as the requirements for new mathematical calculi, are the driving forces for seeking new mathematical structures and forms known collectively as denotational mathematics. The domain and architecture of denotational mathematics are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Denotational mathematics is usually in the form of abstract algebra that is a form of mathematics in which a system of abstract notations is adopted to denote relations of abstract mathematical entities and their algebraic operations based on given axioms and laws. Denotational mathematics may be used to denote complex behaviors of humans and intelligent systems, as well as long sequences of inference processes. A wide range of applications of denotational mathematics has been identified, such as cognitive informatics, computational intelligence, software engineering, knowledge engineering, information engineering, autonomic computing, autonomous machine learning, and neural informatics. The following sections will introduce three paradigms of contemporary denotational mathematics. Their applications in cognitive informatics and computational intelligence will be demonstrated, which show how denotational mathematics may greatly improve the expressive power and efficiency in complex system modeling and manipulations.
Paradigms of Denotational Mathematics
Algebra is a branch of mathematics in which a system of symbolic abstractions and algebraic operations are adopted to denote variables, relations and their manipulation rules. Extensions of conventional algebra onto more complicated mathematical entities beyond numbers lead to the contemporary denotational mathematics. Three new denotational mathematical forms are created in exploring the mathematical foundations of cognitive informatics and computational intelligence [42] , [43] , [46] . Within the new forms of descriptive mathematics, concept algebra is designed to deal with the new abstract mathematical structure of concepts and their representation and manipulation. RTPA is developed to deal with series of behavioral processes and architectures of software and intelligent systems. System algebra is created for the rigorous treatment of abstract systems and their algebraic operations.
Concept Algebra
In cognitive informatics, logic, linguistics, psychology, software engineering, knowledge engineering, and computational intelligence, concepts are identified as the basic unit of both knowledge and reasoning [2] , [8] , [11] , [12] , [17] , [22] , [25] , [41] , [45] , [49] . The rigorous modeling and formal treatment of concepts are at the center of theories for knowledge presentation and manipulation [7] , [25] , [34] , [55] , [59] . A concept in linguistics is a noun or noun-phrase that serves as the subject or object of a to-be statement [17] , [37] , [43] . Concepts in denotational mathematics [37] , [49] are an abstract structure that carries certain meaning in almost all cognitive processes such as thinking, learning, and reasoning.
Definition 7.
A concept is a cognitive unit to identify and/or model a real-world concrete entity and a perceived-world abstract object.
This section describes the formal treatment of abstract concepts and a new mathematical structure known as concept algebra in cognitive informatics and computational intelligence. Before an abstract concept is defined, the semantic environment or context [11] , [12] , [17] , [23] , [59] in a given language, is introduced.
Definition 8.
Let O denote a finite nonempty set of objects, and A be a finite nonempty set of attributes, then a semantic environment or context Θ C is denoted as a triple, i.e.:
where R is a set of relations between O and A , and | demotes alternative relations.
Definition 9.
An abstract concept c on Θ C is a 5-tuple, i.e.:
( , , , , )
• O is a finite nonempty set of objects of the concept,
ÞO, where ÞO denotes a power set of O.
• A is a finite nonempty set of attributes, A = {a 1 , a 2 , …, a n } ⊆ ÞA.
•
, is a set of input relations, where C′ is a set of external concepts, '
Concept algebra is an abstract mathematical structure for the formal treatment of concepts and their algebraic relations, operations, and associative rules for composing complex concepts.
Definition 10.
A concept algebra CA on a given semantic environment Θ C is a triple, i.e.:
where OP = {• r , • c } are the sets of relational and compositional operations on abstract concepts.
Lemma 1.
The relational operations • r in concept algebra encompass 8 comparative operators for manipulating the algebraic relations between concepts, i.e.:
where the relational operators stand for related, independent, subconcept, superconcept, equivalent, consistent, comparison, and definition, respectively.
Lemma 2.
The compositional operations • c in concept algebra encompass 9 associative operators for manipulating the algebraic compositions among concepts, i.e.:
where the compositional operators stand for inheritance, tailoring, extension, substitute, composition, decomposition, aggregation, specification, and instantiation, respectively.
Concept algebra provides a denotational mathematical means for algebraic manipulations of abstract concepts. Concept algebra can be used to model, specify, and manipulate generic "to be" type problems, particularly system architectures, knowledge bases, and detail-level system designs, in cognitive informatics, computational intelligence, computing science, software engineering, and knowledge engineering. Detailed relational and compositional operations of concept algebra may be referred to [42] , [49] .
System Algebra
Systems are the most complicated entities and phenomena in abstract, physical, information, and social worlds across all science and engineering disciplines. The system concept can be traced back to the 17th Century when R. Descartes (1596-1650) noticed the interrelationships among scientific disciplines as a system. Then, the general system notion was proposed by Ludwig von Bertalanffy in the 1920s [35] , followed by the theories of system science [3] , [4] , [9] , [13] , [18] , [31] . Further, there are proposals of complex systems theories [18] , [61] , fuzzy theories [60] , [61] , and chaos theories [10] , [32] . Yingxu Wang found that, because of their extremely wide and frequent usability, systems may be treated rigorously as a new mathematical structure beyond conventional mathematical entities known as the abstract systems [50] . Based on this view, the concept of abstract systems and their mathematical models are introduced below.
Definition 11.
An abstract system is a collection of coherent and interactive entities that has stable functions and a clear boundary with the external environment.
An abstract system forms the generic model of various real-world systems and represents the most common characteristics and properties of them. For instance, the granularity of granular computing can be explained by the following lemma in the abstract system theory.
Lemma 3.
The generality principle of system abstraction states that a system can be represented as a whole in a given level k of reasoning, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, without knowing the details at levels below k.
Definition 12.
Let C be a finite nonempty set of components, and B a finite nonempty set of behaviors, then the universal system environment U is denoted as a triple, i.e.:
where R is a set of relations between C and B, and | demotes alternative relations. • R c = C × C is a set of internal relations.
• B is a set of behaviors (or functions),
• Ω is a set of constraints on the memberships of components, the conditions of relations, and the scopes of behaviors, Ω = {ω 1 , ω 2 , …, ω q }.
• Θ is the environment of S with a nonempty set of components C Θ outside C,
i.e., Θ = C Θ ⊆ ÞC U.
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System algebra is an abstract mathematical structure for the formal treatment of abstract and general systems as well as their algebraic relations, operations, and associative rules for composing and manipulating complex systems [43] , [50] .
Definition 14.
A system algebra SA on a given universal system environment U is a triple, i.e.: r c ( , , ) = ({ , }, { , }, )
where OP = {• r , • c } are the sets of relational and compositional operations, respectively, on abstract systems as defined below.
Definition 15.
The relational operations • r in system algebra encompass 6 comparative operators for manipulating the algebraic relations between abstract systems, i.e.:
where the relational operators stand for independent, related, overlapped, equivalent, subsystem, and supersystem, respectively.
Definition 16.
The compositional operations • c in system algebra encompass 9 associative operators for manipulating the algebraic compositions among abstract systems, i.e.: 
where the compositional operators stand for system inheritance, tailoring, extension, substitute, difference, composition, decomposition, aggregation, and specification, respectively.
System algebra provides a denotational mathematical means for algebraic manipulations of all forms of abstract systems. System algebra can be used to model, specify, and manipulate generic "to be" and "to have" type problems, particularly system architectures and high-level system designs, in cognitive informatics, computational intelligence, computing science, software engineering, and system engineering. It will be demonstrated in Section 4.3 that the abstract system and system algebra are an ideal model for rigorously describing both the structures and behaviors of granules in granular computing. Detailed relational and compositional operations on abstract systems may be referred to [50] .
Real-Time Process Algebra (RTPA)
A key metaphor in system modeling, specification, and description is that a software and intelligent system can be perceived and described as the composition of a set of interacting processes. Hoare [15] , [16] , Milner [24] , and others developed various algebraic approaches to represent communicating and concurrent systems, known as process algebra. A process algebra is a set of formal notations and rules for describing algebraic relations of software engineering processes. RTPA [37] , [40] , [43] , [51] , [52] is a real-time process algebra that can be used to formally and precisely describe and specify architectures and behaviors of human and software systems. 
where the big-R notation [48] is adopted that describes the nature of processes as the building blocks of programs. Definition 17. indicates that the mathematical model of a process is a cumulative relational structure among basic computing operations, where the simplest process is a single computational statement.
Definition 18.
RTPA is a denotational mathematical structure for algebraically denoting and manipulating system behavioural processes and their attributes by a triple, i.e.:
where T is a set of 17 primitive types for modeling system architectures and data objects, P a set of 17 meta-processes for modeling fundamental system behaviors, and R a set of 17 relational process operations for constructing complex system behaviors. 
Lemma 4. The primary types of computational objects

Definition 19.
A meta-process in RTPA is a primitive computational operation that cannot be broken down to further individual actions or behaviors.
A meta-process is an elementary process that serves as a basic building block for modeling software behaviors. Complex processes can be composed from meta-processes using process relational operations. In RTPA, a set of 17 meta-processes has been elicited from essential and primary computational operations commonly identified in existing formal methods and modern programming languages [1] , [14] , [21] , [56] , [57] .
Lemma 5.
The RTPA meta-process system P encompasses 17 fundamental computational operations elicited from the most basic computing needs, i.e.:
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where the meta-processes of RTPA stand for assignment, evaluation, addressing, memory allocation, memory release, read. write, input, output, timing, duration, increase, decrease, exception detection, skip, stop, and system, respectively.
Definition 20.
A process relation in RTPA is an algebraic operation and a compositional rule between two or more meta-processes in order to construct a complex process.
A set of 17 fundamental process relations has been elicited from fundamental algebraic and relational operations in computing in order to build and compose complex processes in the context of real-time software systems. 
Theorem 1. The Embedded Relational Model (ERM)
of programs states that a software system or a program ℘ is a set of complex embedded relational processes, in which all previous processes of a given process form the context of the current process, i.e.: The ERM model provides a unified mathematical treatment of programs, which reveals that a program is a finite nonempty set of embedded binary relations between a current statement and all previous ones that form the semantic context or environment of computing.
RTPA provides a coherent notation system and a formal engineering methodology for modeling both software and intelligent systems. RTPA can be used to describe both logical and physical models of systems, where logic views of the architecture of a software system and its operational platform can be described using the same set of notations. When the system architecture is formally modelled, the static and dynamic behaviors that perform on the system architectural model, can be specified by a threelevel refinement scheme at the system, class, and object levels in a top-down approach. Detailed syntaxes and formal semantics of RTPA meta-processes and process relations may be referred to [37] , [41] , [43] , [51] , [52] . A summary of the algebraic operations and their notations in concept algebra, system algebra, and RTPA is provided in Table 3 .
Applications of Denotational Mathematics
A wide range of applications of denotational mathematics has been identified, which encompass concept algebra for knowledge manipulations, system algebra for system architectural manipulations, and RTPA for system behavioral manipulations. This section presents some typical applications of denotational mathematics for the modeling of iterative and recursive systems architectures and behaviors by RTPA, the modeling of autonomous machine learning by concept algebra, and the modeling of granular computing by system algebra.
The Big-R Notation of RTPA for Modeling Iterative and Recursive System Architectures and Behaviors
The most generic and fundamental operations in system and human behavioral modeling are iterations and recursions. Because a variety of iterative constructs are provided in different programming languages, the notation for repetitive, cyclic, recursive behaviors and architectures in computing need to be unified. The mechanism of the big-R notation can be analogized with the mathematical notations ∑ or ∏. To a great extent, ∑ and ∏ can be treated as special cases of the big-R for repetitively doing additions and multiplications, respectively. 
According to Definition 4, the big-R notation can be used to denote not only repetitive operational behaviors in computing, but also recurring constructs of architectures and data objects as shown below.
Example 2. The architecture of a two-dimensional array with n × m integer elements, A nm , can be denoted by the big-R notation as follows:
Because the big-R notation provides a powerful and expressive means for denoting iterative and recursive behaviors, and architectures of systems or human beings, it is a universal mathematical means for system modeling in terms of repetitive behaviors and architectures, respectively.
Definition 22.
An infinitive iteration can be denoted by the big-R notation as:
where γ is a label that denotes the fix (rewinding) point of a loop, and denotes a jump in RTPA.
The infinitive iteration may be used to formally describe an everlasting behavior of systems.
Example 3.
A simple everlasting clock, CLOCK, which does nothing but tick as C.A.R. Hoare proposed [16] , i.e.:
can be efficiently denoted by the big-R notation as simply as follows:
A more generic and useful iterative construct is the conditional iteration.
Definition 23.
A conditional iteration can be denoted by the big-R notation as:
where ∅ denotes a skip.
The conditional iteration is frequently used to formally describe repetitive behaviors on given conditions. Eq. 29 expresses that the iterative execution of P will go on as long as the evaluation of the conditional expression is true (expBL = T), until expBL = F abbreviated by '~'.
Definition 24. Recursion R P
i is a multi-layered, embedded process relation in which a process P at layer i of embedment, P i , calls itself at an inner layer i-1, P i-1 , 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The termination of P i depends on the termination of P i-1 during its execution, i.e.:
where n is the depth of recursion or embedment that is determined by an explicitly specified conditional expression expBL = T inside the body of P.
Example 4.
Using the big-R notation, the algorithm of the factorial function can be recursively defined as shown below:
The big-R notation of RTPA captures a fundamental and widely applied mathematical concept in computing and human behavior description, which demonstrates that a convenient mathematical calculus and notation may dramatically reduce the difficulty and complexity in expressing a frequently used and highly recurring concept and notion in computing.
Autonomous Machine Learning Using Concept Algebra
Cognitive informatics [38] , [39] , [44] defines learning as a cognitive process at the higher cognitive function layer (Layer 7) according to the Layered Reference Model of the Brain (LRMB) [53] . The learning process is interacting with multiple fundamental cognitive processes such as object identification, abstraction, search, concept establishment, comprehension, memorization, and retrievably testing. Learning is closely related to other higher cognitive processes of inferences such as deduction, induction, abduction, analogy, explanation, analysis, synthesis, creation, modeling, and problem solving.
Definition 25.
Learning is a higher cognitive process of the brain at the higher cognitive layer of LRMB that gains knowledge of something or acquires skills in some actions by updating the cognitive models in long-term memory.
According to the Object-Attribute-Relation (OAR) model [45] , results of learning can be embodied by the updating of the existing OAR in the brain. In other words, learning is a dynamic composition of the currently created sub-OAR and the existing OAR in long-term memory (LTM) as expressed below.
Theorem 2.
The representation of learning result states that the internal memory in the form of the OAR structure can be updated by a conjunction between the existing OAR and the newly created sub-OAR (sOAR), i.e.:
where the composition operation in concept algebra is defined below. that is not belongs to any of its subconcepts. It is also noteworthy that, during learning by concept composition, the existing knowledge in forms of the individual n concepts is changed and updating concurrently via the newly created input/output relations with the newly generated concept.
Corollary 1.
The learning process is a cognitive composition of a piece of newly acquired information and the existing knowledge in LTM in the form of the OARbased knowledge networks.
The cognitive process of learning can be formally modeled using concept algebra and RTPA as given in Fig. 2 . The center of the cognitive process of learning is that knowledge about the learn objects and intermediate results are represented internally in the brain as a sub-OAR model. According to the LRMB model [53] and the OAR model [45] of internal knowledge representation in the brain, the temporal result of learning in short-term memory (STM) is a new sub-OAR model, which will be used to update the entire OAR model of knowledge in LTM as permanent learning result.
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The (6) and (7); otherwise, it exits; 6) Re-establishment of concept: This step recalls the concept establishment process to rehearse the learning result; 7) Re-comprehension: This step recalls the comprehension process to rehearse the learning result.
The formalization of the cognitive process of learning does not only reveal the mechanisms of human learning, but also explain how machine may gain the capability of autonomous learning. Based on the rigorous syntaxes and semantics of RTPA, the formal learning process can be implemented by computers in order to form the core of machine intelligence [47] .
Granular Computing Using System Algebra
The term granule is originated from Latin granum, i.e., grain, to denote a small compact particle in physics and in the natural world. The taxonomy of granules in computing can be classified into the data granule, information granule, concept granule, computing granule, cognitive granule, and system granule [20] , [28] , [33] , [54] , [58] , [62] .
Definition 27. A computing granule, shortly a granule, is a basic mathematical structure that possesses a stable topology and at least a unit of computational capability or behavior.
Definition 28. Granular computing is a new computational methodology that models and implements computational structures and functions by a granular system, where each granule in the system carries out a predefined function or behavior by interacting to other granules in the system.
It is recognized that any abstract or concrete granule can be formally modeled by abstract systems in system algebra. On the basis of Definition 13, an abstract granule can be formally described as follows.
Definition 29.
A computing granule G on the universal system environment U is a 7-tuple, i.e.: • R c = C × C is a set of internal relations.
• R i ⊆ C Θ × C is a set of external input relations, C Θ ⊆ ÞC U.
• R o ⊆ C × C Θ is a set of external output relations.
• B is a set of behaviors (or functions), B = {b 1 , b 2 , …, b p }⊆ ÞB U.
• Θ is the environment of G with a nonempty set of components C Θ outside C, i.e., Θ = C Θ ⊆ ÞC U.
Definition 30.
A granular system S G is a composition of multiple granules in a system where all granules interact with each other for a common goal of system functionality.
Properties of granular systems obey the properties of generic abstract systems as described in Section 3.2 [50] . The set of relational and compositional operations on granules and granular systems towards granular computing are identical as those modeled in system algebra.
Conclusions
The abstract, rigorous, and expressive needs in cognitive informatics, computational intelligence, software engineering, and knowledge engineering have led to new forms of mathematics collectively known as denotational mathematics. Denotational mathematics has been introduced as a category of expressive mathematical structures that deals with high-level mathematical entities such as abstract objects, complex relations, behavioral information, concepts, knowledge, processes, and systems. The domain and architecture of denotational mathematics have been described. New mathematical entities, novel mathematical structures, and applications of denotational mathematics have been explored toward the modeling and description of the natural and machine intelligent systems.
Extensions of conventional analytic mathematics onto more complicated mathematical entities beyond numbers and sets lead to the contemporary denotational mathematics. Three paradigms of denotational mathematics, such as concept algebra, system algebra, and Real-Time Process Algebra (RTPA), have been introduced. Within the new forms of denotational mathematics, concept algebra has been designed to deal with the new abstract mathematical structure of concepts and their representation and manipulation in knowledge engineering. RTPA has been developed to deal with series of behavioral processes and architectures of software and intelligent systems. System algebra has been created to the rigorous treatment of abstract systems and their algebraic relations and operations. Applications of denotational mathematics in cognitive informatics and computational intelligence have been elaborated with a set of case studies and examples. This work has demonstrated that denotational mathematics is an ideal mathematical means for a set of emerging disciplines that deal with concepts, knowledge, behavioral processes, and human/machine intelligence.
